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Personality Profiler Short EPPPersonality Profiler Short EPP--S was created for wide Internet audience. The test (the test S was created for wide Internet audience. The test (the test 
time is about 20 minutes) can use for adults. The questionnaire time is about 20 minutes) can use for adults. The questionnaire is intended for research and advisory work, is intended for research and advisory work, 

clinical practice. In business, the questionnaire is used in selclinical practice. In business, the questionnaire is used in selection and appraisal of staff.ection and appraisal of staff.

 The dominant issue in personality research over the last decade The dominant issue in personality research over the last decade has been concerned with the fundamental has been concerned with the fundamental 
structure of personality and the best measures of that structurestructure of personality and the best measures of that structure. Exploratory factor analysis was used to . Exploratory factor analysis was used to 

investigate possible threeinvestigate possible three--

 

and fiveand five--factor solutions to the factor solutions to the EysenckEysenck

 

Personality Profiler (Personality Profiler (ЕРРЕРР; ; EysenckEysenck, Barrett, , Barrett, 
Wilson, and Jackson, 1992) which consists of 21 primary scales cWilson, and Jackson, 1992) which consists of 21 primary scales categorized under three superategorized under three super--factors. factors. 

Confirmatory factor analysis was also used, by means of structurConfirmatory factor analysis was also used, by means of structural equation al equation modellingmodelling, to estimate the goodness , to estimate the goodness 
of fit of threeof fit of three--

 

and fiveand five--factor models and little evidence was found to factor models and little evidence was found to favourfavour

 

one solution over the other. A one solution over the other. A 
shorter version of the EPP, which consists of just nine scales, shorter version of the EPP, which consists of just nine scales, seemed to seemed to favourfavour

 

a threea three--factor solution.factor solution.

 EysenckEysenck, Wilson, and Jackson (1996, 1999) released a shorter version of, Wilson, and Jackson (1996, 1999) released a shorter version of

 

the EPP. The present shortened the EPP. The present shortened 
version of the EPP was produced because the original version wasversion of the EPP was produced because the original version was

 

found too lengthy for some situations where found too lengthy for some situations where 
a quicker turnaround was preferred. Also the large number of traa quicker turnaround was preferred. Also the large number of traits, while advantageous where detailed and its, while advantageous where detailed and 

expert consideration was possible, imposed a great load on the pexpert consideration was possible, imposed a great load on the person erson analysinganalysing

 

the data, and it was felt that a the data, and it was felt that a 
shorter inventory, containing just 3 scales for each major variashorter inventory, containing just 3 scales for each major variable, plus a Lie scale, would give sufficient ble, plus a Lie scale, would give sufficient 

information for most purposes, particularly if the traits selectinformation for most purposes, particularly if the traits selected were felt to be particularly important for research ed were felt to be particularly important for research 
and applied purposes.and applied purposes.

 The test target: the The test target: the EysenckEysenck

 

Personality Profiler Short EPPPersonality Profiler Short EPP--S allows to get information about your personality, S allows to get information about your personality, 
habits and habits and behaviourbehaviour

 

which help to determine your strong sides!which help to determine your strong sides!
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